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More Minority Students
Goal of EOP Program
By EARL REASON
Daily Staff Writer
In 1964 the founders of a summer program for poverty students at Yale
University had no idea that their program would mushroom into a nationwide effort to give minority students an equal opportunity to receive an
education.
The original idea behind the program was to provide poverty students
the opportunity to take college level courses and live on campus. One year
later at Berkeley a similar program was initiated. Bill Sommerville, a
criminoligist at Cal, began work to increase the 1 per cent minority enrollment on the U.C. campus.
In 1968 federal funds were allocated for the 1968-69 EOP. That same year
the California State Senate alloted $2,350,000 for the 1969-70 fiscal year
funding of the California State College Educational Opportunity Program.
The objective of the senate measure was to enroll students of minority
and low income backgrounds who could not otherwise meet regular state
college admission requirements, but had the potential to succeed in college.
The bill requires the trustees of the California State Colleges to determine the eligibility for grants and renewals according to standards set by
the trustees. It also authorizes the trustees to select only those students
nominated by each high school in the state, the Veteran’s Administration,
and other state agencies authorized to nominate candidates.
There are four classifications for students admitted under EOP. Regular
freshman admittance is for those freshmen who have met the academic
requirements for admission but who will need financial aid in order to go
to school. Special freshman admittance is for freshmen who cannot meet
the academic standards for admission.
Regular transfer and special transfer are for junior college transfer
students.
The average grant is about $380 a semester. This is matcher by a
National Defense Education Act (NDEA) loan. If these funds don’t meet
the needs of the student, the financial aid packet is usually supplemented
by a work-study job. The shortage of funds has necessitated most EOP
students to have work-study jobs. Even with work-study funds, most EOP
students don’t have enough money to see them through the year.
Presently SJS has the largest enrollment of EOP students in the state
with 450 alloted by the state and 850 actually enrolled. The additional enrollment is accounted for by funds received through donations and funds
solicited by the student body.

Student Terms Election
Voting ’Unconstitutional’
Students voting in today and tomorrow’s Associated Students (AS.)
election will vote as they have in past
elections
"unconstitutionally" according to John Tice, sophomore political science major.
At an election eve meeti%,- of the
A.S. Judiciary last night, Tice questioned the constitutionality of a section of the election code. However,
Judiciary could not proceed with the
Issue when Reggie Toran, an associate
justice, disqualified himself and the
quorum was broken.
Tice’s objection was to a section of
the Election Code which states, "Each
student’s class standing shall be determined at the time he purchased his
student body card. The name of the
class to which he belongs will be
stamped on the face of his membership
card. This stamped name will determine the division in which each student
is eligible to participate as voter."
Earlier. Tice had explained that according to this section a sophomore
running for upper division representative could not vote for himself. The
same would hold true for a senior running for graduate representative.
Don DuShane, college judicial refer-

ral agent, refused to present the complaint and asked why it hadn’t gone
to Student Council earlier in the year.
"Hearing election related matters on
election-eve before a Judiciary, when
judges are candidates in that election,
might not yield a fair hearing." stated
Chief Justice Roger Olsen. "Anytime
a hearing cannot proceed fairly, all of
us are in trouble."
Judiciary members also repeatedly
questioned whether it was the proper
time to bring up the matter.
Following the meeting, lice said,
"This is one more example of our inactive and unaware student government, this time the judicial branch.
"Hundreds of students in this election will vote unconstitutionally. The
Judiciary was unwilling to even consider this possibility. Instead, it wasted
its time on irrelevant questions and
played the very same political games
they allegedly oppose."
Tice concluded by saying, "If judiciary spent more time dealing with the
questions of law and less time making
bold assertions they think are their
power to make, perhaps they could
maintain a quorum and serve the interests of the students they are obliged
to serve."
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Presidential Candidates Clash in Debate
By FRANK FERTADO
Daily Political Writer
Associated Students presidential
hopeful Bill Langan attacked campus
militants in a heated debate, attended
by approximately 150 students, yesterday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The debate, sponsored by the Peace
and Freedom Party, at several times
turned into heated arguments between
executive office candidates and members of the audience. Candidates Langan, Bob Kelley, Grady Robertson, John
Merz and Joanne Minsky each gave a

six minute presentation of their plat
forms,
"Radicals on this campus are low
grade. They are not of university status," remarked Langan. He also criticized them for having no "ingenuity."
Langan attacked a Spartan Daily
article which stated he was critical of
EOP. "I didn’t think EOP was an
issue," he explained. "Student funds
are not sufficient to support the program." He stated that funding should
come from the state.
A.S. President James Edwards dis*

A.S. Elections Polls Open
Voting Ballots Made Easy
Voting in today and tomorrow’s A.S.
elections will be almost as easy as taking an IBM test.
The polls will be open both days
from 8:30 a.m. until 7:30 p.m.
Voters need only present their student body cards and sign the register
in order to receive their voting materials two IBM cards, a marking pencil, and an 8 x 11 sheet of voting instructions.
Other than the actual IBM card
ballots, the information sheet is most
important because it lists the candidates on the five executive slates, those
running for attorney general, and explains the three referendums and the
constitutional amendment.
The information sheet is being used,
according to election board chairman
Bob Riner, "because there is not
enough room on the IBM cards to list
all of the candidates and explain the
referendums."
Each voter will receive one card
listing the executive slates, attorney
general candidates, referendums, and
Academic Council candidates.
In addition, depending upon one’s
class standing, a ballot will be handed
out to vote for either lower division
A.S. Council representatives, upper division representatives, or graduate representat ives.
"It is important to realize that
candidates are listed on both sides of
the ballot for upper division representatives." Riner cautioned. There are
48 upper division candidates competing
for eleven positions.
Riner also emphasized that the names
of executive candidates and attorney
general candidates will not appear on
the ballot, only on the information
sheet. Each voter must match the
candidate’s number on the information
sheet with the space he marks on the
ballot.
Six voting booths will be operating
both days, with a special booth at the
Aeronautics Department operating tomorrow afternoon only.
Campus voting locations include
Seventh Street, the area between the
College Union and Spartan Cafeteria,
in front of the old Science Building,
by the education Building, in the highrise dorm, and in front of the Reserve
Book Room across from Centennial
Hall.
Riner pointed out that ballots
marked invalidly or incorrectly will be
thrown out in their entirity. "If you
mark 12 candidates and you are only

supposed to mark 11 there is a good
chance your entire ballot will be
thrown out," Rifler said.
Write-in candidates are permitted,
however. To write in a candidate, mark
the last number for that office and
then write in the candidates name in
the space provided,

agreed with Langan’s views on radicals
during a question and answer period.
Edwards told Langan to deal with
specific issues of violence on this campus. "I want you to get away from
explanations which do not explain and
answers which do not answer," asserted
Edwards.
Robertson began by proposing "a real
government with teeth - - a government that does things." He explained
that student government would not be
a playpen as it has during the past
year.
Using the trailer as an alternative
to housing problems, Robertson suggested installing them on land around
the south campus. "Let landlords bleed
a little bit, they’ve bled us for a long
time," he remarked.
Other issues Robertson supported
a revision of the current gradwere
ing policy, asking city council support
for rent control districts and the current stand on athletics.
Citing several examples of what has
been done this year, Merz explained,
"A lot of talk concerns people getting
things done."
Merz noted some of this year’s accomplishments as the Tenants Union,

Spartan Daily and Athletic autonomy,
the upcoming rock concert, and new
proposals for the College Union Program Board.
"We represent the left," said Merz.
"In my mind that means I’m a human
being. We are all human beings. We
must get together."
Miss Minsky, the only female candidate, said she was disappointed to hear
that the "AS, president feels only two
slates are running." She referred to an
April 27 Spartan Daily article in which
Edwards supported the Merz ticket and
"termed only one other slate ’capable’
of governing the campus."
She also proposed a committee to
keep checks on local merchants. "Food
prices and services are outrageous,"
she said. "We need a committee to
find out who is cheating us."
Not naming any person, Kelley said,
"One individual has seen fit to make
this campaign dirty. Candidates must
work with all factions on this campus."
Referring to Langan’s attack on campus radicals. Kelley remarked, "He’s
tried to play the left against the right
and, on the other hand, he says he is
going to bring this campus together."

A.C. Suggests Ethnic Studies

By ROBERT CAREDID
Daily Staff Writer
A.S. President James Edwards told
SJS Academic Council members yesterday that he was "dissatisfied" with a
resolution concerning the educational
requirement of a campus ethnic studies
program.
The Academic Council Curriculum
and Instruction Committee resolution
recommended SJS "encourage articulation of the Social Sciences with Ethnic
studies through communication and
conference between Social Science Departments and Ethnic Studies Programs;
"Propose the ethnic studies classes
"as alternative means of satisfying certain General Education requirements:"
and suggests that a study begin for
"the creation of an inter-cultural ethnic
studies course, inter-departmental in
nature.
"Such a course might well be considered as one possible means of satisfying certain General Education area
requirements," the resolution ended.
It is "hogwash" and a "token," council member Carol Lombardi described
the resolution. Edwards urged a sixunit ethnic studies class be required
to "enhance individual freedom" to participate in a quality education.
Council member Ronald Wantanabe
rebutted Edwards’ reasoning requiring
an ethnic studies class. Wantanabe said
students seem to want educational freedom yet Edvards wants this class te
he a requirement.
Edwards qualified his statement by
arguing that the "real crime is that
children of Whites don’t know the history" of this nation. The only real solution to this ignorance, he added, is to
require an ethnic studies course for
students.
"Free choice" in Wantanabe’s concept means continuing the status quo,

replied Edwards. The A.S. president
said if the ethnic studies class remains
an optional elective that students "tend
to make choices" which have been
upholding the
made in the past
status quo.
The controversial resolution was referred back to committee. Edwards
submitted the original resolution on

March 9. Prior to that, the Undergraduate Studies Committee recommended against any all -college ethnic
studies requirements.
At the Monday meeting the council
also adopted a provision that "the Academic Council immediately form an
Ad Hoc Computer Guidance Committee."

Mock Trial?

Demonstrators Plan ’Visit’
Anti-ROTC demonstrators planned a
change in strategy for this morning,
cancelling a previously announced
"mock trial" and substituting it with a
"visit" to an ROTC classroom.
Protesters announced yesterday they
would attend an Army ROTC class
in "Basic Tactics" this morning at 9:30
in MacQuarrie Hall.
Col. Edgar B, Colladay Jr., chairman of the department of military science, said yesterday, "They haven’t
requested permission so they’re not
going to get in."
Col. Colladay said the only instance
in which students not registered in a
class are allowed to sit in on the class
is if they have received prior permission from the instructor.
"If they force their way in and disrupt the class, then the class will be
dismissed," he added.
Col. Colladay stated that official disciplinary action would be taken against
any student who disrupts classroom
activities.
The United Front, a coalition of Radical Action Movement (RAM), Radical
Audio Visual Experiment, and Students
for a Democratic Society, is organizing
anti-ROTC protests on campus.

Last week they scheduled a "mock
trial," with the ROTC as the defendant, which was to have been held on
Seventh Street this afternoon. However, they circulated anti-ROTC literature yesterday in which they called for
students to attend the ROTC class
this morning instead.
RAM spokesman Dan O’Neal said
yesterday the "trial" would probably
be rescheduled for next week.
Asked what the protesters would do
once they were in the classroom,
O’Neal replied, "We don’t plan to disrupt, we’re just going to see what goes
on in the class."
He added that demonstrators would
probably be attending other ROTC
classes during the week.

MASC Unanimous
In Support of Merz
The Merl. Ticket was given unanimous support in the AS, presidential
elections beginning today by the Mexican-American Student Confederation
(MASC) at a meeting held Monday
night at the Newman Center.
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Vote ’Yes’ Today
arid tomorrow. SJS students will be given the opportunity to put our

intoney where our mouth is regarding the future of the EOP program on this
The trustees are busy playing politics. The governor has slashed the program’s
appropriat;on. The legislature will be arguing the issue forever. And Spiro Agnes has claimed that "programs of tins type lower academic standards."
It’s (oh% tttt s that if the program is to survive. students will have to show that
e’re interested in the idea, regardless of where the money comes from. By help.
ing to support the program financially, as well as verbally, we can silence once
and for all those critics who maintain we’re !Mil, ing for a handout.
In the past fen months. students have time and again been offered the opporcontribute to El/1’ by attending movies, dances, and other fund-raising
activ die.. While in some eases these activities have been successful. none has approaehed tire magnitude and importance of this vseek’s endeavor.
By v ding -yes- on die EOP referemluna today or tomorrow. students can voluntarily a --es- ourselves Si and insure a workable program for next year.
Vote "N es- today and lend considerable support to a worthwhile program.

All Over But the Bitching
The most apathetic campaign in SJS history drew to a close yesterday with
if it were held
a -debate- which would have drawn a near-capacity audience
Union.
iii the men’o. room in the College
The fact (of the matter is nobody really gives a damn!
today and tomorrow. it won’t
If only a handful of students vote in the elect’
be the fault of the candidates. Candidates have repeatedly attempted to schedule
liopearanres which overlapped so that students could see them debate the issues.
I;(d the turnouts have been disappointing, to say the least.
The fault lies with an apathetic student body which can’t find the time to vote
during the election. but manages to find the time to bitch the rest of the year
hen the elected government doesn’t meet its every little whim or fancy.
The chance to correct this situation is today and tomorrow. It’s election time
heard the candidates speak. read their platform statements
:1. If or in
’ -!,

Law and order, law and order, law and
order . . .
Just as the editorial in Monday’s Dads’
noted, the phrase "law and order" makes
people nervous.
Law and order for whom? And how
much?
Contrary to what certain individuals
would have you think, laws are not holy,
sacred and inviolate precepts that only
the "wicked" or "evil" dare oppose.
They are nothing more than a creation
of man, conceived ostensibly to aid man
in his daily fight for existence.
Proof of this is simply that most laws
vary in different parts of the world, in different parts of this country, and even in
different cities. What is wrong in one
locality is OK in another, to a certain degree.
Much of the current controversy over
law and order concerns the validity of law
and its real hold over the individual.
Ironically, real criminals often go free
while the law oppresses those who only
seek an extension of greater personal freedom without deliberately hurting their
fellow man.
"Sex nuts," as you call them, are attracted to
For example, can you place a draft
college areas because they know there is a
resister in the same category as a burglar
large population of young females, some of
or rapist? Not really, if you are in the
whom live alone. The first steps in solving
least bit sensitive to human feelings
the problems of SJS coeds does not involve
condemning their dress. What is needed is
yet the penalty for draft evasion is theorbetter lighting of the streets in the campus
etically stronger than for many felonies
area and more adequate police patrols. Mn-,
committed by legitimate criminals.
Collins, I doubt you would let your wife or any
Many laws are based more upon one
female relative walk from 10th and Reed to
particular religious or ethnic philosophy
Fourth and San Fernando at 10 o’clock at
nighteven if she was wearing a maxi-coat
than upon what is really right or wrong
and boots!
in terms of true human behavior. These
Joanne M. Smith
laws hurt prostitutes, bookies, marijuana
A13548
’ smokers, and even drinkers (in some areas)
4ind so forth.
Who is worse the embezzler or the
(Irlift resister? The prostitute or the car
Editor:
older? The bookie or the blackmailer? The
For anyone who WM on Seventh Street.
Imarijuana smoker or the safecracker? The
early Tuesday afternoon it was obvious that
nian who sells "pornographic" literature or
the anti-ROTC group suffered a serious de
feat. After making a bit of noise on Seventh
the man who runs a protection racket?
Street the small group marched around the
If you have trouble deciding, you obROTC field making a bit more noise. Their
viously don’t see the point. That’s OK,
problem was that they had such little support
though. Neither do a lot of other "Godfor their methods.
fearing, right thinking" people in this
I myself question academic credit for
country.
ROTC courses. I also question academic
monies being spent for ROTC. I would venture
We need laws to protect our property
to say that many other students might feel
and our safety. We need laws to maintain
this way, also. But I really get hot at louda safe and sane society.
mouthed little groups who try to dictatorially
But we must work for laws that punish
impose their feelings upon others.
those truly deserving of punishment
These groups, just like Reagan, are sucthose who would prey upon their fellow
ceeding mainly in further polarizing California
and the entire nation concerning military and
man and not those individuals who persocial issues. Polarization of our nation’s peohaps have only violated an often antique
ples can only impede progress. And, concerning
moral code of one given society.

.11 yesterday’s election supplement.
oof the political spectrmn are represented in this election. For once,
cannot plead that mo slate or candidate represents their particular po-

;:.(1
"!...I.e the time to vote. This will be your last chance to cast a vote for the slate
t!iink will best represent your views. After tomorrow, it’s all over but the

Thrust and Parry

Polarization and Protection
’ROTC Came’
Editor:
In regard to your ad in the Spartan Daily,
April 16, 1970. "What would happen If they
gave a war and the ROTC came?" It happened
and they did! Ask your old man.
Helmer Nielsen
Assoc. Prof. Mech. Engr.

’Problem: Miniskirts?’
Editor:
The April 23 edition of the Spartan Daily
quoted your "warnings" to SJS coeds regarding the latest rash of assaults on females in
the area. You were reported to have stated
that, "One important source for the problems
of asaults in campus areas is the style of dress
of the young women ... the fact is that miniskirts act as a magnet to attract sex nuts to
college communities."
The article also stated that two of the
rapist’s latest victims included a 55 -year-old
woman and a 74-year-old woman. Do you
really think they were wearing mini-skirts?

EDITOR’S NOTE. The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national Or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debate on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty
or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
eonform to space limitations and to cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

’Serious Defeat’

these vital issues, "Progress is our most important product."

James D. ITIrlek
A05149

Polls Open Today Around Campus

A.S. Executive Slates Issue Final Election Statements
Merz Ticket
ilhout the student, there is no unier-ity. But without the student there is
al,o no student representation in the administration of the university.
The degree of student involvement in
the goxentance of the academic comm iun.
t, expands each year. Stibsequently. the
a importance student government.
-Indent government, plays in the uni- I
function increases each year.
delds in America are awitketting
rapitll to the fact that if we are pers.istent
itt iiuir d.qukolds for change and improvement. :Ind if ue are active and willing to
participate iii seeking these chatiges they
ran be made.
I (ton proud to say that I have worked
for the Lost three years for such expanded
-0 shim inlikentent in the goventance uI
this task I ask not surly that
you Ille for The Merz Ticket, hut that,
as fellow students, sour dedicate yourselves
to ’do what you can to join its in this
struggle.
The university was built to educate. It
was built to educate us the students.
Therefore. the university is ours and we
should not yield from our demands to
make it work for us.
Vote today and take a part in this university’. future.
Thank you.

(;()()d
to support all academic programs ranging from ROTC and Police Science to the
New College and Experimental College.
Any program that would train and develop one’s skills, mind and character
should be included as part of the college
community.
We will donate scholarships given the
president., vievpresident_ and treasurer
in the amount of $4000 to the EOP. Mats-hi.
logthis amount %fib federal funds will add
S32,000 lo the EOP fund,
and ttttt sic departments have
The at
been attacked unjustly since Dr. Clark,
former president of SJS cancelled the El
Paso gains- iii 1968 due to the threats of
instructor Harry Edwards. If we are
elected. lel there he no doubt that us. will
support the music and athletic &pact.
mettle.

Foreign students are an important part
of this college community and should no
longer be isolated in a separate little house
off campus.
During this campaign you will hear us
attacked from the right and the left. We
are neither. We are three students who
look at all issues as diamonds. They have
many sides and facts. We will try to explore all with equal consideration to the
Sun Jose State College community.

New Position
We are concerned with issues. We are
conctorned with finding and implementing
solutions to problems which are of concern to all of UP on this campus community. We are action oriented since we
know only too well that talk is never
enough.
We already are moving to alleviate the
very severe I sing shortage around our
campus. This crisis will be eased by the
of ’mobile housing units on
installat.
land in the area of South campus. The
demonstration trailer which you have seen
011 Seventh Street is proof that we are
prepared to act.
By setting up our own housing community, we will ease the pressure near
eampus. causing landlords to feel the financial pinch. We will work to establish
rent control districts and create price stan
dards through the eity anti county.
We will move to attack scalpers’ prices
on and ammol this campus. Students must
not be second class citizens. We must impress upon the city that we alone contribute $12 million to this comm ty
each year.
Individually and collectively we must
move to establish an open communication
with our surrounding community.
We feel that it’s time for rhetoric to be
shelved and action to take its place. We
know the problems and we are acting.

Renaissance ’70
The issue in this campaign is whether
student government on this campus will be
a continual yearly perpetuation of the
most "left" slate, or whetluor A.S. will
open itself to a broader penpective.
Bill Langan, Jim Self, and Mike Buckley
believe we can provide this needed perspective.
This campus knows. from when I (Bill
Langan) served as Interim A.S. President, that my political outlook was and
not conservative.
still is progressive
Yet, you’ve all seen the attempts to
generate a left vs. right polarization during
this campaign. (Misquotes in the Spartan
Daily inferring that I do not support thoo
EOP program is an example of this.)
EOP is not an issue in this campaign.
It is not an A.S. budget item because
there are not enough f is in the entire
A.S. treasurv to support the program. Only
pressuring and lobbying at the state level
continued successful financial
.wiI)Ii:rits.ure
ilir
And finally how about representation?
Renaissance ’70 seeks to represent a majority and not just a few!
Look at the John Niers ticket for instance. As a RAM leader and RAVE
founder, how will Ron Harheck Pet policy
as A.S. Treasurer?
Vote Renaissance ’70!
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Rape Attempt

Review
’Sleep Thief’ Strikes City Again

1111111111111

Coed Escapes Assault
SJS became the site for still
another rape attempt Sunday
night as a 19-year-old coed was
attacked but managed to fight
off her assailant.
The intended victim noticed a
man standing near the entrance
walk between the Library and
Speech and Drama Building as
she crossed campus at approximately 805 p.m A couple of
minutes later the same man
jumped from the bushes at the
southwest corner of the Journalism Building and grabbed her.
The suspect told the girl to, "Just

do as I say and keep quiet." Next
he tried to drag the girl into the
bushes but she was able to
wrestle free and run.
Police reports describe the suspect as White, 5 foot 6 inches,
heavy set, 20-22 years old, round
faced, dark mustache, medium
length hair and bushy sideburns.
His eyes were described as badly
dilated and police theorize this
may have been due to use of
drugs or alcohol.
No arrest has been made in
either this case or in the rash of
cases which took place last
Tuesday.

complied I r out .%totociatoll
The shay thtet struck Sin
Francisco again yesterday morning shattering the slumber of
hundreds of families by setting
off a huge air raid siren at 3:15
a.m.
Scores of irate telephone calls
poured into police, who said the
technique in yesterday’s incident
was similar to that of March 20.
The culprit broke a padlock
to the siren’s switch box at the
12110a School. then tinkered with
the mechanism and attached an
alarm clock set for 3:15 a.m
The police said he then shut
the box and installed a lock of
his own so that the six -horn siren
could not be readily shut down.
The siren screamed for 10
minutes.

Black Writer To Speak
On ’Search for Past’
Alex Haley, Black writer and
lecturer, will speak in the College
Union ballroom tonight. Admission is free.
Haley, known mainly as the
author of the "Autobiography of
Malcolm X" will be speaking on
his research be
his next
major work, " Before This
Anger."
"Before This Anger" is the
story of Haley’s search for his
own family past. In the seven
years he spent tracing his lineage,
he traveled up and down the East
coast, to England, and to Attica.
He finally succeeded in tracing
things back to his original ances-

tor from Africa, to the African
tribe and finally to the village
and family in that village.
Haley is being sponsored by
Black Studies as part of "Black
Experience No. 2." Coincidentally.
the Black Studies Department
is raising money to send Black
students on a summer trip back
to Africa
Haley in his speech last year
remarked:
"They (young Blacks) must go
to Africa, learn the dialects, live
with the people and bring out the
beautiful material that lies waiting to be told and shared with
the whole world."

Sacramento Grass

3:1 -acre park that sum rounds California’s Capitol is
noted for its variety of flora from
throughout the world. A stallbrochure says there are some 800
varieties of trees, shrubs and
plants.
There were at least 801 varie-

/BP Correction
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by Ck,-k Shewyer

GIRLS OF THE CHINESE DANCE GROUP from San Francisco are performing the traditional "Dance in the Rain" during
China Night which took place last Saturday. A capacity audi
ence attended the student sponsored event, one of a series during Asian culture month.

Japanese Week Provides Variety
Judo, kendo, karate along with
other less physical pursuits will
be the focus of Japan Week from
tomorrow through Saturday.
Sponsored by the Asociated
students and the Japanese American Student Organization in connection with Asian Cultural
Month, the activities will include

as a guest peaker, John K. Emmerson. currently scholar in it -idence at Stanford and forme: ly
a minister -in the U.S. Embassy
in Tokyo.
He will speak on the Japanese
student movement and almost all
aspects of Japanese-U.S. relations. His talk will be held in

the College Union ballroom at
8 p.m Thursday.
A spokesman for the Japanese
students listed the other activities as follows:
Kendo, judo, aikido, and karate
exhihttions will take place on
Wednesday at 2 p.m., Thursday at
130 p.m.. Thursday at 3 p.m., and

Knots, Sculpture and Dye
Where can one get away from ticipate in the workshops, swim,
this year’s camp. Additional in formation concerning next week it all and at the same time learn play tennis, hike, or rap with
a craft? Want to learn how to their neighbors. In addition, a end’s a: ti% ’lies is available at the
mass painting may be worked on
sign-up table on Seventh Street.
tie old sailors’ knots, learn the
by anyone either Saturday or
or outside of the bookstore at the
art of sculpturing wood scraps, Sunday. This painting will even- College Union if bad weather pet or how about utilizing tie and dye
teeny be placed in the College sists.
The $1250 registration fee in to add a certain something to Union.
More participants are needed
elude, f-,orl, lodging and transom drab clothing?
tati,,, ha the throe -,1,,,
at
to fill the 275 memt,r
Sportacamp 1970 will feature
four workshops where one can 4099441444.4.0’110110W.,,,Mr.".10Vaer.%::":"W.<,
learn these creative arts. Tickets
TURN ON, TUNE IN AT SILVA’S!
are being sold on Seventh Street
for $12.50 per person for the May
$
1, 2, and 3 weekend in the Santa
CHECK COOLING SYSTEM
Cruz Mountains.
Jeanne Barton, a SJS junior,
BATTERY, LIGHTS, PLUGS
has organized the creative workTIRES
shops for this year’s camp. "In
the past there has not been much
to hind the students together. We
MARFAK LUBRICATION
hope that the craft workshops
will do this," explained Miss
Barron.
litte=d
,13311113,40.i
Students participating in "Be03131
3
coming," this year’s Spartacamp
theme, will have a chance to
learn the old sailors’ art of tYing
knots in the macrame workshop.
SILVA TEXACO
Marcia Chamberlain, SJS art in78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE
structor, will instruct participants on how two fundamental
296-8968
knots may be used to develop
intricate patterns in designing
(NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL)
belts, purses, and other ornamental items.
Skip Riddle, an art student at
Serving State Students for 35 yrs.
SJS, will be in charge of the tiedye workshop. All participants
are advised to bring their own
clothing and material for designing purposes.
Norm Harms, an instructor in
the new college at UC Santa
Cruz, will assist students in
scillpturing with wood scraps
and glue. Harms held a successful
two week class in Ghirardelli
Square in San Francisco recently
The workshops will he held
Saturday afternoon, May 2. This
Is a free period at the retreat
.--eetoettrd la the 1 %sellable nub in
and students will he able to par......toted Student of
fornia State 1:anew.
I
iii conjunction
lindenta
Pnlicrd Adveri;serner,
,1111 Noartit Ser, ices
and their in iliate

WANT TO JET TO

EXPO?

Round Trip To Tokyo-s350

Get If Together

This is the year lo decide
which way this CARIOUS will
go. Talk to the candidates
on the issues and vote
them!
RENAISSANCE ’70
Langan--SelfBuckley
and

Now Stsciot Council

familiea.

STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.

EUROPE:\

FLIGHTS

Depart: OAK., LA. $299
Depart: New York $199

For complete travel
Information contact:
Lois Dickinseti

St 1,.;

Travel Arrangement- Its I

BB
Ninth St.
I r.orl

Friday at 10 a.m.. 12 and 2 p.m.
respeetively
The kendo judo and aikido ex1-t;rit tons will be held in front of
the cafeteria on the respective
er K mica me will be demonstrated inside the college union
in Ft i lay.
In Pacifica Room in the ColI-ge Union, origami and calligraphy will be demonstrated at 10:30 ’
tn. and 12.30 p.m., Wednesday
and 1:10 p.m. Thursday. and
Friday.
Flower arrangement will be
demonstrated at 1:30 pm
Wednesday, 10.30 a.m. and 12:30
p no. Thursday and 11:30 a.m.
Fri lay.
A tea ceremony will be held at
11:30 am. and 2:30 p.m. Wednesday, 11:30 a.rn. and 2:30 p.m.
Thursday and 12:30 and 2:30 p.m.
Frirlay

ties until a few .1 ty, ;i4o. 1{4,w.
ever, a groundskeeper quickly
pulled up four small marijuana
plants growing along a walkway
near the greenhouse. The plants
were a block northeast of Gov
Reagan’s office window.
"They were only five or six
inches tall," said State Police
Chief Guy R. Oates. "Maybe some
seeds blew in, or maybe someone saw a policeman coming and
dropped it. We had the plants
analyzed. They were marijuana
... but there was no incident,"
Oates :aided.

Searchers Lost?
Four Fresno residents, all described as experienced mountaineers. were reported missing Monday after they had failed to return from a volunteer mission in
snowmobiles to look for it missing
airplane.
The search is being concentrated in the Tamarack area above
Shaver Lake in the Sierras.
The men were searching for
three Fresno residents lost April
18, when their light airplane apparently crashed while enroute
to Fresno after a day’s skiing in
the Mammoth Lakes region.

The Ka-nasts had to build a
seven-room addition to their
home., there with the help of
neighbors, after the quints arrived two months ago.
The babies were burn six weeks
premature and their weight has
doubled since then.

Trade Possibility?
S.11,,..1 Yard clamped tighter
security around the children of
Britain’s royal family Monday
night in the wake of a reported
plot to kidnap Princess Margaret’s ft-year-old son, Lord Lirdey.
An anonymous caller told of a
plan to snatch her son and swap
him for two jailed gangsters, believed to be the notorious Kray
twins now serving 30 years for
nuliir,teet-tives from Cannon Row,
which has the responsibility for
guarding the royal palaces, inspected security arrangements at
lord Linley’s school, in the densely wooded country in Sussex
County about 35 miles south of

Birth Control

Due lout typtarrapilieal mistake
in y -terthty’s Spartan Daily the
tam ott EOP funding talsen by
A S. presidential candidate Bill
Langan was presented out of
cont ext.
Letigao was not critical of the
FOP program as reported, but
cnly of the lack of FOP funding
not the FOP program itself.

Five nurses carried five tiny
bundles wrapped in pink and blue
out of Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center, in New York
yesterday.
Following the nurses were the
proud parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Kienast, of Liberty Corner
N.J.
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On April 15, 1970 the decision was made to offer members of the Associated Students of San
Jose State College a GROU P - DISCOUNTED
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY.
College Student lnsurapee Service has worked
for five years with the auto insurance industry
proving ilw college student i. NOT a bad risk.
Finally the task was accomplished. ASII 1111911 hers are offered substantial saN ing,s through this
policy.
This groupdiscounti d policy is tritten through
the netly formed Associated Student Underwriters and sold exclusively by College Student Ingive you all of the
smauce Service. They
fact- and done of the hassle.

Call 289-8681
or

stop by 404 South Third Sireei. Be au-are of
u hat is a% :Alai& to you NON% as a member Of the
Associated Students.

lqi.%flT
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Long-Needed Recreationa Facilities in East Side

Photos by Rich Hesse, Stephanie Hill, Bruce Rozenhart and Don Phily.

By STAN sOOVEI.I.
pony staff Writer
There ha.; been a Tivoli fo:
roational facilities in the East
Side community of San Jose for
a number of years.
The residents sought a park
like the ones in the more prominent areas, a place where families
could congregate and get to know
one another.
But the East Sile community
was without direction. It did not
have anyone to assume the mantle of leadership and coordinate
’donning.
Efforts were also hampered by
instances of vandalism to community projects already in the
area. Juvenile destruction of m,yre
than 400 trees in the city’s beautification program made adults
in the community hesitant to
undertake new park projects.
Request to the Parks and Reereation District to provide a park
hmught a reluctant hut nevertheless negative response. Inadequate finances would deter construction for at least a few more
years stated offieials.
EARLY SITUATION
That was the situation in May,
1969 when senior Jim Self, is
manpower administration major
enlisted the sera-ices of his department and other groups and
individuals on campus to build a
park for the oammunity.

The Commor:i!y
k Project.
as it was termed, gained additional momentum when more
than 100 signatures were obtained durin,, Survival Faire week.
Now, almost a year later and
one month after construction began, the park is ready for its
offiri il dedication on Sunday,
May 3.
But small children, who do not
stand on ceremony. already, by
their smiler and delighted shrieks
of joy, have given the park the
only approval that was really
needed.
ENCOURAGEMENT
These are the same children
who, along with their parents,
worked side by side with students during each of the four
weekends it has taken to build
the i.irk.
Many, in their desire to help.
inadvertently "came under font"
and caused numerous delays. But,
instead of scoldings, they only received encouragement.
The policy of letting the children participate quickly produced
dividends. "This is our park," the
youngsters volunteered to newcomers, "and I helped to build
The children’s response was
heartening to the students. It
underscored the successful philosophy that Self, Jim O’berg, principal of Mildred Goss Elementary

school and others, had proposed impressed I am with everyone
as the best meaos of attaining who has participated in the Comcommunity involvement.
munity Park Project. It has been
"The park is a tool of com- a very beneficial experience for
munity, college, and business ineveryone involved, Not only have
volvement," stated Self. "The colthey given, but they have relege should more actively partici- ceived. They have seen the efpate in community efforts of this fects of just what a little connature. The project has given the sideration can do."
community a new impression of
As principal of Mildred Goss
the college and has helped close school, across the street from the
the gap of isolation between the park project, O’ber !.
with
two.
the initial plannira. er.!Ii .; been
"Many students have received
involved in the iiraj, it since its
nothing but self satisfaction from embryonic stage last May.
the project. Instead of spouting
’BIGHT CONCEPT’
useless rhetoric about a dialogue
"A project of thLs type Ls what
between the college and com- this community has always needmunity, these students have ac- ed," declared O’berg, "for bringtually gone out and applied
ing the people of the community
themselves unselflessly toward a
together. Because of the high rate
project that benefits the com- of destruction in the east side,
munity. Quite a few of them the people had become frustrated.
have been here for all four week- They did not know they could
ends working 10 to 14 hours a
preserve the park even if it was
day. They had to believe in the built.
people and worthwhile nature of
"The students had the right
the project to make such a com- concept from the beginning. They
mitment," he asserted.
have encouraged the people to
RESPONSE
take pride in this park. Pride
The response from the business can he the key to preserving the
community has been tremendous," park. In the last two or three
emphasized Self. Not only have years the community has just
business firms given monetary begun to pull together. The park
and material donations. but they will help that much more.
have even, in some instances, pro"I am impressed with the trevided the necessary tools and mendous student involvement as
labor,
well as the people who contributcannot began to tell you how ed materials and mom,.

"I am epecially impressed with
the tremendous student involvement. People no longer associated with the college tend to
look at events on campus in a
negative manner. The Community Park Project has awakened
the neighborhood to the positive
and constructive aspects of the
college."
"The students saw a problem
and did something about it. I
think the community has learned
from this. I hope this leads the
community to do other things
for there is yet much to be done.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co..
which supplied two sections of
easement property for the park,
is very reeentiv,. to the Community Park Project.
’UNIQUE’
"PG&E is happy to be a part
of the project," related San Jose
division manager Ellis Langley.
"This project is unique due to
the student involvement," he
continued. "All the people who
have taken part in this project
should be commended."
The Chaides Construction Co.
of Santa Clara was among business interests contributing to the
park project. It furnished the
cement and labor for more than
700 feet of sidewalk.
Chaidea dispatcher Ed Charbonneau summarised tk general

attitude of the business community when he stated, "We thought
if the students could give time
to a project of this nature we
would do what we could. We
would like to help the community
whenever possible and when we
saw the great student activity
we were that much more enthusiastic. The men gladly donated a day’s work."
ENTHUSIASM
At first, the neighbors were
reticent to step forward. But, attracted Ly the enthusiasm of the
students, they began to step forward in increasing numbers. The
men helped with the carpentry
and other tasks while their wives
offered their kitchens and help
in the preparation of meals for
the workers.
Don Stevens, an aviation instruction mechanic at Moffett
Field. praised the students for
their "sincere etfort."
"It’s a nice thing for the community and the neighborhood." he
said. "It’s a good thing for the
children in the neighborhood.
Now they won’t have to go all
the way to Alum Rock Park. The
parents will know where they
are."
Mrs. Stevens also praised the
students for "the tremendous
amount of effort" they had put
in the project, gating, "They de.

serve a tremendous amount of
credit. The children had milled
and wolkeci around befare -- now
there is something for them to
do."
Mrs. Majorie Langston commented that eeryone in the
neighborhood is "all for it. Everyone seems thrilled. I’m thrilled
to death myself."
She was especially impressed
with the way the girls assumed
the physical ta,k,. "The girls
amaze me. It makes me tired
just watching. The only time they
rest is when they take time out
to eat.
’WILLING TO HELP’
Mrs. Langston was one of the
women who offered her kitchen
facilities to the students. "As
long as they are willing to build
something nice, I’m more than
willing to help in any way I can."
"The students have done wonders," she stated.
Mack Darbey, who lives adjacent to the park site, stated that,
"The students have done a heck
of a goad job."
"I was glad they thcught of the
idea." he sairi. "The people in
this area thought of this idea five
or six years ago but no one did
anything."
"We appreciate what the students are doing," said Mrs. Josephine Sanchez. "It’s a very nice
Wort.
4Ms

Alumni Falls 2-1

1

After a hard fought and scoreless first half, SJS’ varsity soccer
team scored once in the third
quarter and once in the fourth
to edge the powerful alumni
squad 2-1 in Spartan Stadium
Saturday night.
Led by two-time All-American
Mani Hernandez, the varsity
hooters upset a squad that included such Spartan greats as
Frank Mangiola at goalie, Fred
Now-sad, Art Romswinckel and
Al Korbus, all All-Americans.
After an evenly played first
half which neither team could
dominate, the varsity opened the
scoring late in the third quarter.
Hernandez put a free kick over
the top of five defenders and
Mangiola from 20 yards out to
put the varsity on top.
Later in the quarter, Hernandez missed an easy shot at another goal when he missed a penalty shot. With only the goalie
Mangiola standing between he
and a point, Hernandez kicked
wide to the left, the first penalty
shot, he stated, that he’s ever
missed in his life.
With a little more than seven
minutes remaining in the fourth
quarter, Franklin Pinto, who sat
out the end of last season with

’rflTt’
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Javelin Record foy Viet!

an injury, scored for the varsity
from the right side from ten
yards out.
The alumni scored its only
goal with a little more than two
minutes left in the last period on
a goal by Taylor Hubbard after
an assist from Nourzad.
In last year’s varsity-alumni
battle, the score ended in a 3-3
tie.
The varsity, in its first big
test, played well together as a
team and showed a strong pass
ing game.
Newcomers Jim Farthing and
Rigo Bolanos played st rong
games on defense while returning
starters Al Rodrigues, Elif Trondsen, Andre Marechal, Joe Pimentel, Bart Baldaccini in addition
to Pinto and Hernandez all
played well.
One problem could possibly be
at goalie. Saturday night, Viguen
Khachiltian, last year’s starter
and alum, had to play for the
varsity because of injuries to
starter Robin Parker and substitute Wayne Satmary.
Fullback Jim St. Clair, who
will probably move into a starting role next year, is also corning along well as is freshman
Victor Koliczew.

BOB GROTTKAU ... offensive line coach

A r.ew school record in the
javelin, a 100 meter win and a
win in the sprint medley relay
highlighted SJS’s track performances in the Mt. San Antonio
Relays last weekend.
This week, most of the Spartan
squad will participate in the SJS
Invitational at Spartan track.
Mike Metz. competing in his
first meet in nearly a month,
established a new SJS standard
in the javelin with a heave of
251-2 for third place, lie has been
out with a back injury. In addition, the Spartans number two
javelin thrower, John Holladay,
threw his life best of 233-7.
In the 100 meter dash, SJS’
Kirk Clayton came from behind
to nip Oregon State star Willie
Turner at the tape. Clayton was
timed in 10.2.
In the sprint medley, Neville
I1Iyton anchored with a 1:51.3 880
to outkick Oregon State’s John

Lilly. Elmo D’r’s ()pencil the r, lay with a 46.8 440 and Chuck
Sundsten and Clayton carried the
batan on the 220 legs, SJS was
clocked in 3:22.2.
Distance runner Gary Hanson
is finally corning around ..!!
fighting illness and injuries l’
finished fifth in the 5,000 ni,
run, the first collegian to cithe line. He was timed 14:50 for
the 5,000 and 14:18 for thre
miles, the fastest time run \
Spartan this year. In O:ir..
fifth, he also beat the PC.%
cross country individual clew: pion.
In the pole vault, Vic Deeplaced third with a vault of 11; while Bob Stover cleared 15-6 1,,
fourth.
Former Spartan Lee Eva: who will meet his indoor nemi,
Martin MeGrady, at the SJS l:,vitational Saturday, had an OW
standing warmup at Mt. San Antonio.
Evans began the afternoon

1-,1 :11 the 440
i
Ii
yard intermediate hurdles, Li 50.5.
Slpirtly th. !Tarter, he eatne back
overtake
in the 4 Iiiyar
former IVI-A st-ir Len Van Hof(v,
i(h a 46.7.
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Football Report JC Transfers MacFariane’s
Rocky Road Special
Golf Alumni Tangle Anchor ’New’ Offensive Line

With Varsity Friday
After finishing second in the
Collegiate Invitational Tournament at Stanford over the weekend, the Spartan golf team will
host an SJS Alumni team, Friday,
at the San Jose Country Club.
Tee off time is 2 p.m.
The Spartans will then put

Spartans in
Net Tourney
For the next week, most of
SJS’ tennis team, including coach
Butch Krikorian, will be competing in the State Tennis Championships, which began yesterday at Alpine Hills and runs
through May 2.
SJS, now 14-6 on the year,
travels to UC Berkeley for its
final dual match of the season,
May 9. The Pacific Coast Athletic Association championships
will take place at the Spartan
courts, May 7-9.
Last Thursday the Spartans
picked up win number 14 by
scoring an easy 9-0 route over
host USE’.
Only Robbie Wheat ley had
trouble as he scored a close 12-10,
6-3 singles win over Rich
Williams and was forced to three
sets before doubles partner Rick
Ishikawa and Wheatley won, 26, 6-3, 7-5.
Spartans’ Chuck White, Hank
Lloyd, Jan Young, Rand Bogisich and Ishikawa all took their
singles matches in straight sets,
with TslAcawa winning over
USF’s Bruce Rawella, 6-0, 6-0.
White and Lloyd and Bogisich
and Young teamed for the other
SJS doubles victories.

their 11-0-1 seasonal mark on
the line at Stanford, May 9 in
the final dual match of the year.
The Pacific Coach Athletic Association championship tourney,
called by SJS coach Jerry Vroom
"the toughest conference in the
west," will be held at Santa Barbara, May 14 and 15.
At Stanford last Thursday, SJS
had opened up a first day lead
with a team score of 280, but
the Indians Gary Vanier and Tom
Watson paced Stanford to a come
from behind win. The Indians
picked up 11 strokes on SJS Friday and widened the margin on
the final day to 17.
Stanford finished with a team
score of 872, with the Spartans
second at 889 while Oregon scored
897 for a close third. Seattle was
fourth with 907.
Individually, Vanier took top
honors with a 54 hole total of
70-72-73-215. His teammate Watson, the first day leader, finished
second with 68-71-77-216.
The Spartans had three men
finish in the top ten with Steve
Bohn’s 69-73-76-218 good for
fourth spot, two strokes behind
Seattle’s Jim Brady, who carded
a 216 to tie Watson for second
place.
Spartan John Adams picked up
a stroke on the final round from
teammate Bohn to also finish in
a tie for fourth with 70-73-75-218.
Kelley Moser, who had been
the hottest SJS linkster of late,
took eighth place with a 70-74-79223.
Steve Hakes, SJS’ fourth man
entered in the tourney, had a
first round score of 71 to go with
Bohn’s 69, Adams’ 70 and Moser’s
70 as SJS moved to an early
three stroke lead over eventuaJ
winner Stanford.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
second in a five-part series of
articles previewing the 54.15
football teant’s 1970 personnel.
Today: offensive line.
By KEN IXTRY
Daily Sports Editor
It is difficult, if not irrelevant,
to pinpoint any one area of the
1970 SJS football squad and label
it as the most important in which
Improvement must be made in
order to produce a successful
season in 1970.
To produce a winning team, a
complete effort is mandator:,
The offense is dependent on the
defense, and the defense on the
offense, and so on. It’s simple on
paper.
But in order to gain that type
of happy medium, coach Joe McMullen and his staff were faced
with attempting to replace almost their entire 1969 offensive
line, the hardest hit area by
graduation. Undoubtedly, it is a
key, one of many, to the 1970
grid season.
Keenly aware of their problem,
"Papa Joe" and his crew concentrated their recruiting efforts
in filling in the gaps vacated by
graduated Mickey Wharton (center), Jim Ferryman and Mike
Wells (tight tackle), Frank For
gundes and Phil Volmor (open
tackle) and tight end Mark
Woods.

Intramurals
Seven events have lx.en de cided on for the intramural gymnastics meet, to be held on Thursday, May 14 at 4 p.m. Those
events offered are free exercise,
horizontal bar, parallel bar, trampoline, side horse, rings and vaulting. Entry forms are due May 7.
Coed volleyball entries are due
Wednesday with golf entry forms
due Thursday.
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Fish
and
Chips

A look at the spring roster they are being subjected to two
shows the results of those re- phases of the offensive system
cruiting efforts. Four jaycee this spring, twice as much as last
transfers are presently listed in year at the same time.
the starting berths for the six
Also vying for berths at pre(including tight end) offensive sent are Tony Burdine 16-6, 225)
line slots and a total of 10 trans- and Steve Faulk (6-1, 220), open
fers are fighting for positions.
tackle candidates for Butte JC,
Starters include Bob Teames Jun Teames (6-1, 210 identical
(6-1, 210) open tackle, Dick twin of Bob) and returnee Larry
Adams (5-10, 204) open guard, Barnes (6-11, 190) at open guard,
Judd Carson (6-4, 235) tight Torn Borup (6-3, 1951 at center,
Tim Muller 16-1, 220) at tight
tackle and Al Ghysels (6-2. 200)
guard and Ray Thompson (6-2.
tight end.
George Belikoff (6-1, 206), who 225) at tight tackle.
was switched from guard, is the I
only returning starter from last
season’s team. Belikoff is fighting it out with another returnee.
Rick Alpers 16-0, 200) for the
starting center berth. Rounding
r.f. from West Coast
Available flights from N.Y. Flights
out the line is returning Bob
within Europe, Israel, & the Orient.
Hughes (6-1, 215) at tight guard.
For information contact: 365-8625.
He was switched from defensive
E.S.E.F.
guard where he was the team’!;
801 Woodsid Rd.
SJSC
seventh leading tackler last year.
Offensive line coach Bob Grottkau has been happy with the
play of Ghysels, Hughes and Dan
Johnson, a 6-2, 205-pound transfer who has been a bright spot
at tight end along with Ghysels.
"Our biggest problem is our
lack of quickness," Grottkuu offered, "although we are bigger
than last year." "We have a gre
attitude and the kids are wcr!,
ing hard." It’s difficult for th)
jaycees to adjust right away t,
a new system and doubly so sin(
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and a new couneil
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All You
Can Eat!

During San Jose State’s Official College
Ring Week, Spartan Bookstore will give a

WITH COUPON

$5.00 discount
on college rings
or

to graduates, free rental
of caps and gowns

FISH AND CHIPS

cpaPtatt SookotoPe

1054 Story Road
OPEN 4 p.m. -9 p.m.
Mslaualdln next
IC
Ye Fry’s Slow)

"IN THE COLLEGE UNION"
/ "/ "Pee 10,

4404, 1111§

3

$1.59

LB.

Our delicious Rock Road Candics
are now on special. Chow either
milk or dark chocolate for the low
price of only S1.59 per pound. For
the hest candies in town, come to
Marl’ adie e-S.
COME SEE

US

at

6th 8z Santa Ciara
.3000OCCCe..Ce..CCO:f...Cf../*

Give your
contact lenses
a
In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.

May 4 and 8

Lancashire Lad

MAY

or y

... AND PUT IN A
NEW COUNCIL

Ring
Week

Good Tues. April 28 only

NOW THROUGH

It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self -sanitizing. and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens. coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye’s fluids. That’s because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.

LENSINE

Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murtne Company, Inc.

1

Tuesday. April Z. 1970

6-SPARTAN DATI.Y

Spartaguide

TODAY
Ma’: Educating Education Seminar, 12:30 p.m., C.U. Umunhtun Room. Dr. Richard Fiseillini to speak.
All Women’s Council, 3:30 p.m..
C U. Almaden Room.
Society for the Advancenwnt of
Manogement #sAM). 5:30 p.m.,
C.U. Nladoind Room.
Spartan spears, 6:15 p.m.. C.U.
Pacifiva
Public Relations Studint sodety of America #1.1:sSAI.
p.m., 47 Lester Ai.., Apt. 11,,.an
Jose. Willard Nielson, Carl 1.33uir
Assixiiates of San Francisco, will
rap on job opportundics p/i ma
areas of concern for public lc.
lotions people.
American Marketing Association (AMA), 7 p.m.. C.I’ Monproposed
talvo Room. Next yea
d.
constitution to lie
Spartan Shields. ii: 311
Memorial Chapel. Initiz.tion coremony to be held.
International M-ditation society, 8 p.m., C. 1.’. Costaraian
Room.
Lecture, 8 p.m.. C.V. Ballroom.
Alex Haley. to-author of the
"Autobiography of Malcolm X"
will speak. Admisiadin is free to
this Black Culture Wi 1: eson1.
TODAY and ToNitiltItt)11:
Prtieressive *finical Associa1 p.m.. hal-hectic
tion, 11
to Nipits. Fre.

To ((((( tKOW
Faculty Book Talk. 12:30 p.m.,
Unamhum Room. Dr. Howard Busehing of Home Economics
to speak on "Love and Will" by
R. May.
Campus Ambdossadons, 10:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m., CU. Madrone
Room. Russian River retreat will
be planned and discussed. For
more information. see or call
Berry Keiser. 294-4911.
National As:iodation of Industri.t1 Teehnielans, student chapter, 11:30 a.m., IS 222. Field trip
signups will be taken.
International Week, 3 p.m. Intreultural Center, 202 S. Ninth
st. A very important meeting
tor those clubs and organizations
participating in the Culture Fair
and the International Food Bazaar. Final plans will be illsl90 Class& Film Series, 3:30
an.I 7 p.m.. Morris Dailey. "All
Quiet on the Western Front"
sponsored by AS., CUPB, AudioVisual Service Center. Free.
Mestere* International, 3:30
C.U. Calaveras Room.
Circle K International, 4:30
p.m.. CU. Costanoan Room.
Sierra club, 7:30 p.m., CU.
Costanoan Room, All interested
students are invited to attend.
Tau Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m., New
College Bldg., 414 E. William.

s
ssiort held Sunwit
iirick C. Loadwick,
day Iii
58, SJS professor of music, who
dial of a heart attack last Thurs.1
Lientsvick suffered the attack

10% OFF

375 S. Market
28(-603

.,

3¢

XEROX

o

Copies
n cdorx to Choose

.,.

Legal or .1 Hob. Punch
Fre.. ( olloting

’,..:’

Campus Copy s’
480 S. 10th

‘:.
..,
205.7778
;,,,,,,.,’").:64.0".4014.4WalesWe:
KletlettlehelleemdmileOMMOSIMOMMIelloy

You’re missii.11 a great meal
until you try
Red Ilarn’s combination of a

BIG BARNEY
with French Fries and
Coke, Orange, or Root Beer

64e
Expires April 29

with this ad

Regular 904

rizinusitmo
’lxi It AND

55 U.S CL111 1

’orsellsiliNIes

Oedipus a
Spellbinder,.

Pil,1 She,’

41*
THURSDAY
Angel Flight, 7:30 p.m.. MII
Fourth floor orderly room.
Elnoneht.1 Management AsensioDon, 7:30 p.m., Blum’s Restaurant, Town & Country Village.
Sutro & Co. representative Everett Price to speak on investment
banking.
Manpower Administration
Club, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Calaveras
Room. Discussion on the club’sj
future and presentation of intro- j
club awards planned. Refresh-.
merits to be served.
Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., JC 141.
Club elections to be held and
beach party to be planned.
SATURDAY, MAT
Faculty Wives Club, 12 p.m..
Villa Felice, I.os Gahm. Installation of new officers with Dr.
Barry Hayes, child psychologist.
to speak on ’Training Parents
To Be Therapists for Their Own
Children." Life members and past
presidents to be honored at this
$3.25 luncheon. Reservations must
be made before Thursday. April
30, by calling Mrs. Richard Hartesveldt. Mrs. Benjamin Naylor,
or Mrs. Charles Ludlum.
CONTINUOUS
Friends Outside, 712 Elm St..
295-6033 or 300 S. 10th St. Volunteers desperately needed as II:.
Brothers and Sisters as well
special tutors,

Haight Speaks Out

(Political Advertisement)

course will be to provide general :
information about the Soviet
Union to be used in forming a
useful frame of reference, to
study the environment in which j
Soviet enterprise functions and
to evaluate the main influences j
of that environment on Soviet j
trade and industry.
The course is designed to complement the programs of students
majoring in a variety of fields.

(

cal Advertisement)

LANGAN - SELF- BUCKLEY
RENAISSANCE 170
... AND A NEW ST t DENT COI NCIL
THIS IS THE YEAR TO GET IT
TOGETHER... IF YOU VOTE

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

tsa
.1
RECORD & TAPE SALE.
3 MALE .ROOMM,A,TElS,,.NEE.ED,
J can sap
t
Pt’
tapes
&
.is
current St
a t
I I, June I. $4" rno. 294
a 41‘ 0 discount. A i5 ’DO LP’s se
"v -noon.
ir $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62. etc. A
,sis. Place
.,as ere on a lie: al
’h. EMALE ROOMMATE needed for sum
k
’ . r
,-ur order
0 12:0s .s - help find apt., upper div. or
erne week .
(111 Terry 298.7968.
298
M.S. Call S. o’n"
ro.t.
SIZT STUDIO, or OFFICE w/darkroorn.
703: Ron - 12th St.
SJS $50/mo. 48 S. 4th #8
LARGEST IBM SELECTRIC Type.
1395 Used .’.- , Once. Call 22
2 FEMALE SUMMER ROOMMATES.
dents age 20-23. $33/mo.
GUiTAR AMP, SUPRO 2.12 meows
eot, 1/2 block from SJS
#4.
C.
$125
ether E "
MALE - HOUSE. 5 bedrooms - share
. eiorher. $46.67/mo. Call 297-7497
STANDELL AMP, 4.l(
Scs,_1_9112 St..__
Sanda-c. .... s
i:
Cal Gary at 264543.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED (over
.
0.Pyol Latr f. Sauna
HELP WAKIED 141
y

YOGA 8, MEDITATION - MWFS 7:309,30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Waj, SJ. 286
5407. Sri E. Alexandrou.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft, low membership fees & monthly
d.,es. Cert, fight instructors avail. 20;
2481.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHT’S. Sever
summer flights $270/5325 - rcL.-d’
Coordinator
$150 - oneway.
sor Frank Peal. 247 Roycrcit. L
Beach 90803,438-2179.
STUDENT parking. Day students 55 ’
N ght students $4/month.
. Limited amt. evadable. 286
THE IPCRESS FILE Friday May 1 Mcr s
s
m 50c.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
-arts. Save $ on Labor & Parts. 1 will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
’7 .
SJ, 292-3768.
1961 PORSCHE ’,..rer Coupe. Recent
overhaul. Paint, uphol.
.
eo
iit Stone Church in Willow Glen.
in Pri :tope. 377-8525 after 5.
where he has been director ot
’65 C1=IEVELLE CONY., 4 ,pd.. 327.
music since last September.
’
h, fairly new tires, needs some work.
He- was given artificial resus- . . -,.. best offer. See at 485 E. Reed
citation at the church, but was
pronounced dead on arrival at 1969 KAWASAKI 90 TR. Dirt Bike. 62
exp. chem., comp. rel.
.n s..to.ret,
Valley Medical Center.
Exc. cond.
Loadwick. who joined the fac- fork brace. Filtron breather.
street equip. also. $400 or best offer.
ulty in 1955, was a well known R Williams 377.8209 morn or evenings.
tenor in the Santa Clara area,’
1’69 DATSUN 1600 Sports. Excel. cond. 5
A graduate of Syracuse Uni- !good tires. 15,000 miles. $2200-firm.
versity and Julliard School of Call 3534267
Music, he taught music at Elon ’69 HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER. Red/
(’ollege, North Carolina, and the white. Exc. cond. Low mileage. Grad
reeds S. Make offer. Call 286University of Alabama before !studentmornings
(Jim).
16852
mming to San Jose. He headed
67 MUSTANG. Must sell. V.8, AT., PS..
the voice department at Eton.
Stereo, Chrome Wheels, take over payHe is survived by his wife, Lila ments & $300. 265I993.
IzArtin Loadwick, an accomplish- 67 350 cc BRIDGESTONE GTR. 2.000
on all new engine, trans, tires, etc.
ed pianist: a daughter, Julie Ann
’ Like new. Best offer over $450.
Loadwick. San Jose; and a broth- 2- ’3f96 after 6 p.m.
er, Chester Loadwick, Fulton, ’56 FORD. Good transportation! Good
N.Y.
co.tion. Asking $100 or best offer.
295-2624 after 5:00
A Music Department scholarship fund will be established in ’66 HONDA Sport 90 - Excellent. $170
..
offer. Call 293-3090.
Loadwick’s memory.
DODGE POLARA 1965 - 80,000 Mi.,
C..indition Poor. 1966 Chrysler 383
B
,,..1370907.o4f8f9e5r Gary Kelmenson, 525

Prof Dies of Heart Attack

el/Ural,’

Parts and Labor
with ASS card
You bring it in and
we’ll fix it
overhaul
lube
brakes
Free Rod.% I rini,,
Star rol-or
Imports

USSR Susiness Class
A new elective course, the administration of Soviet Enterprise,
Bus. 188, will be open to upper
division students of all majors
fall semester, 1970.
The primary aim ot the course,
to be taught by Prof. B. J. Scott
Norwood, is to survey the policies. practices and results of Soviet administration in trade and
industry.
The objectives of the three unit

SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4229
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today, 22 hrs, a week. Work un,
summer. Apply 9 cm. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
1st St. Rm, 207.
MONEY motivated: Sales minded men
interested in fantastic future with one
of largest recreational land developers.
Call John Zevitas, sales director, Great
Lakes Development Co., Hayward, Calif.
(415) 582 6586.
NOW HIRING pt. or full 1. babysitters
& housekeepers, ref. 289.9466. Heatherlee Agencies.
GIRLS - ATTENTION. Various posi
tions open in several depts. Order checi
ing. Accts., Sales, Gen’l Office, and
collections. All positions are for trainees
Salary. Call 298.4479. 481 No. 1st
t27 San Jose,
AMERICAN RED CROSS 2,2 1242 F..
79. We need help aged eve. through Sept Act
math oriented or t
persistence in sol. THCIPCRESS FILE Soda, May I Mcr
Dai’ey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
HOUSING 151
FEMALES: 3 bdrrn. 2 bath apt. for rent
for the summer. $135 a month. Call 2956589.
1 BDRM. furn. apt. 1 blk. to campus.
Avail. 5-1-70. 297-3788.
COUNTRY COTTAGE IN LOS ALTOS
HILLS 2 or 3 SerniStraight Males 1-1,i
21-28 Lo share with one male. 20 r.San Carlos St. 6 mo. Lease. Like C
living. Call Steve aft. 6. 356.4471
FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now rei
ing applic. for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. Ilth St.
FURN. APTS. Suitable for 2 or 4 stu
dents. 292-7278. Near campus. Special
summer rates also.
3 BDRM. co-op apt. for sale, backyd
wash/dryer, exc, cond., min. 1 child.
Florence Ave. $131/mo. 259-3107.

2FEMALES TO SHARE
house
1 -it 25 mo.
.o. r ..
2
5.
_259:964
.
TWO GIRLS eaded to sh i ’.., bed too others for Fall. Call
FEMALE STUDENT room and board in
occasional household help.
11..rtio in S. San Jose, call 266
8452.
ROOMMATES needed. 2 girls for fall
sem, to share nice apt, next to campus.
C11 di... 7 P.,". 298-6937.
TOWNHOUSES-2 bdrm. Clean, quiet.
.. 1. Summer rates $125/mo.
446 S. 1 ith. 679 S. 11th. 296-7143.
FURNISHED 2 BDRM. APT pear oar,
quiet
.t Pn $165/
.
La,.
ova:
chore 269 -r

LOST AND FOUND (6)
LOST: MALE POMERANIAN. Lost ne
Campus. Huge reward. Call 293-6’

111111===1111111
PERSON WHO TOOK 2 drawings from
-.’vel Fair: I need them desperately
Grad School portfolio. Call 292-9775
Survival Fair office. No questions
asked.
GOD IS PERSONAL Day and night,
Dial Peace of Mind, 294.3333. Have you
read the ’Halleluiah Times?’
PROFESSOR A.B. FALLICO, in my acorn.
on. is the greatest thing that ever happened to this campus. H. Gamahucher,
THE 1PCRESS FILE Friday May 1 Morris
" 5 10 p.m. 50c.
DEriNis - The SLotres ’ire hungry and
or

STUDENTTr Ynp IENdG, tinign.mmyrih.oarneee..Fraspt.h.Ance.
244.6,;81
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
1 Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor. S.J. 298-2308.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectrio.
Term Papers. reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker 294 0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Temberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
(’till 371.0395. San Jose.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.,
exoe.ienced and fast. Phone 269.804.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Foie Delivery in Si, Call Esche’s 251GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCE’S FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle
Factory Mfg. rnaior and small appliances
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
S.F. 9411 I .
2Str9e8e.1.,
5
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$311,
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 Wu
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
and other quality beverages at home.
Malt products. Si HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Etches, 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED Day Care 2 to 5 yrs.,
near San Jose State. Full or part time
293 4306.

11111=1111
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way-$289 round trip. Japan, $150.
Contact Prof. Meg., 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to hoiden of site
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and pots
chase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., Calif.90049.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Prod
Mack, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (4151 843
1857.

TRADE ’65 VW for Gaze i Vd7 or BMW
cr part depending on condition
:24.
Raymond L. Haight, candidate
SERVICES (8)
Bug. Engine good condition.
65
VW
nomination
for the Democratic
offer. Call 289-8829 after
S.
AUTO
INSURANCE
-- Annual Liability
for Governor, stated that if he is
.’..
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
elected, "academic freedom shall 63 VALIANT, 4 dr. sedan, 6 cyl., 3 spd.
110 $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
G,C,C1
condition. $250 or best
’-’1 241-3900.
be determined by the local col-. 656.3928.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
lege and university."
PONT. ’63 CAT. 2 dr. Ht. Ps. Pb. $525.
Inn edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As"If a college community wants VOLVO 59 PV544 good cond. $250. Call
1,1,-298-4104.
Angela Davis, Ronald Reagan, 251.4080 eves, Thank you.
6.
$1100
or
make
spd.
’66
MUSTANG
3
Eldridge Cleaver, Robert Welch,
offer. Phone 265-4358. ’63 RANCHERO
Caesar Chavez or H. L. Hunt to 3 sod. 6 $650 or make offer 265-4358.
speak or teach, that institution MOTORCYCLE: ’67 Gauzonii 155cc. 2
should have that right. We must cycle, almost new, low mileage, $200 st Gkx-rx
Fir+ oko
have some segment of our society 286.0766.
viittigE,SRM
where every point of view can be 1966 PORSCHE Red; 4 Speed. Excel.
9.D4 $$4is
expressed if we are to survive." cond. $3800. Call 259.4730.
134 SCA"
Or
6
HONDA 305 SCRAMBLER, 5000 mi.
%ONG
Haight, speaking during a cam- ’68
Chrome
or 3. and paint in good condition
Weal&
paign tour of Northern Santa $425. Hi Rise Dorm 287-3481 Room 300
146sAy.1
Barbara County, went on to say
Wit!’
that "no culture, especially a ’62 COMET 38.000 mi., auto trans, radio
complex one like ours, can long and tor., new tires, car like new. Best
endure without a free academic offer 289.8260.
society. Criticizing, evaluating ’65 COMET CYCLONE 47,000 mi. New
and recommending actions should 1 tires, hardtop, automatic, radio/htr.,
be part of our academic struc- ii-doc-k in.. no’d est. Make offer 289.8260.
VW BUS - 59 Set up for camping or
ture."
not. 5575. Call 295-9412 anytime.
"Before the 20th Century ends
FOR SALE 131
we will need people who support
eapitalism, communism, socialism
U.S.
SURPLUS:
Field Jackets, Combat
and fascism
coneepts of both Boots,
Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats,
Send in handy order blank
cooperative and compel it we aims Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Enclose cash or check.
t o give us solutions to our prob- Hats, Fur Coats. London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
lems," Haight concluded.
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Heddinq beMake check out to Spartan
tween 8th & 9th St. 293.4651.
Daily Classifieds.
SURPLUS - 6.1. end COMMERCIAL
Why Walk When
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott. pants.
clothing, polyfoem, camping supplies.
You Can Fly?
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St, Hours: 9-6, Closed
Charter Flights
Sundays. 287.3942
OAKLAND TO LONDON
VOX CONTINENTAL ORGAN and
Bassman Amp. Good condition. $350/
ONE WAY
offer. Must sell! 287-0263 (Ken)
LEAST WE HAVE A PRESIDENT WHO KNOWS HOW 10
ti
MANPLE OUR, 015919ENT STLIDeta-LEFT’m
CLASSICAL GUITAR with case. Excel.
Cond. $40 292.5513.
Oakland to
LONDON -AMSTERDAM
CLASSIFIED RATES
No refunds on cancelled adr Print your ad here:
ROUNDTRIP
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each Ilne)
Minimum
Three tines One day Iwo days Three, days Four days Five days
One day
2.25
2.40
2.50
2.00
1.50
3 lines
For complete flight schedule
2.75
2.90
3.00
2.50
4 lines 2.00
phone
3.40
3.25
3.50
3.00
2.50
5 lines
(415) 392-8513
3.75
3.90
4.00
3.50
6 lints 3.00
OR WRITE
Add this
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Print Name
for
For
Days
993 MARKET ST.
.50
.50
.60
.50
.50
"taunt
each addl
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103
Address
Enclosed Is $_
lino
demi
Man tee 1970 ’toiler flight sossidurkk
City
Phone
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
NAME
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
El Personals (7)
STREET
Nola Wanted (4)
§Announcements (1)
SAN .10SE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
suncas (8)
Automotive (2)
Cl Housing (5)
CITY & ZIP
0 Transportation (I)
Hues anew 2 days after placing tee ad le nem
Per Salo (3)
Q Lest and hued (I)

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:

Come to:

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

MON.-WED.-FRI.
I I - 1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

( Vol

maya len

Best Seats $2
Students get best seats for $2 with ID. Rush
Seats before performance MonThur eves.
matinees Wed & Sat $2: Fri & Sat Eves $3.
Now petlotming. Importance of Being Earnest/
Six Characters in Search of an Author/ Oedipus
Rex/ St Joan/ Rozencrantz & Guidenstern arts
Dead/ Blood Knot

fferilkiVAMIGAIRM
HI SAN FRANT.ISt.n
GEARY THEATRE/GEARY & MASON STREETS
MARINES’ MEMORIAL/SUTTER & MASON STS.
II 0 X OFFICE 6 73 6 440 & TICKET AGENCIES

$135

$275

